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Abstract 

SIP-based VoIP system has many security problems because of the security mechanism of VoIP system and other external 
factors. The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a predominant signaling protocol for VoIP. It is used to establish, maintain and 
terminate VoIP calls, playing a crucial role in VoIP. SIP is a core protocol of VOIP. The commercial deployment of VoIP 
necessitates the employment of security mechanisms that can assure availability, reliability, confidentiality and integrity. This 
paper lists the existing security problems in SIP and provides a brief description followed by analysis of the security mechanisms 
it employs. This paper has also pointed out the insufficiency of the SIP security mechanism, including different types of attacks. 

Keywords:  Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), Security Mechanisms, UA (User 
Agent), Message Tampering. 

 

1. Introduction 

One of the main challenges that telecommunication providers are facing is the convergence of data and voice 
networks. Voice over IP (VoIP) is an umbrella term for a set of technologies that allow voice traffic to be carried 
over Internet Protocol (IP) networks. VoIP transfers the voice streams of audio calls into data packets as opposed to 
traditional, analog circuit-switched voice communications used by the public switched telephone network (PSTN). 
VoIP is the major driving force behind the convergence of networking and telecommunications by combining voice 
telephony and data into a single integrated IP network system. VoIP is all about saving cost for companies through 
eliminating costly redundant infrastructures and telecommunication usage charges while also delivering enhanced 
management features and calling services feature. 
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Internet telephony uses a variety of signaling protocols, such as H.323, SIP, MGCP and MEGACO, for initiating 
VoIP calls. However, SIP seems to overwhelm all the others, mainly due to the fact that it has been adopted by 
various standardization organizations (i.e. IETF, ETSI, 3GPP) as the protocol for both wire line and wireless world 
in the Next Generation Networks (NGN) era. 
 
This paper introduces the VoIP related security problems, focusing on SIP security. The following section presents 
the general components of the SIP architecture. 
 

 
2. The SIP Architecture 
 
2.1. The SIP protocol  
 

SIP is an application-layer signaling protocol for creating, modifying, and terminating multimedia sessions 
with one or more participants. A SIP message can either be a request or an acknowledgment to a request, consisting 
of the header fields and the message body. SIP messages are text-based and are similar to HTTP format. SIP 
supports `presence' and mobility and can run over User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP). Using SIP, a VoIP client can initiate and terminate call sessions, invite members into a conferencing 
session, and perform other telephony tasks. SIP also enables Private Branch Exchanges (PBXs), VoIP gateways, and 
other communications devices to communicate in standardized collaboration. 

 

 
 

SIP is the basis of most feature IP Communication networks 
 

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a signaling protocol that can be used in VoIP domain.  
The main functions that SIP is designed to support are the following:  
1) User location: The aim of user location is to locate the different SIP users in the VoIP domain. Therefore, the SIP 
protocol can forward any session requests to the destined users. This means a user can use more than one device. 
Like, more than one user can use one device simultaneously.  
2) User availability: In addition to the location of the user, the protocol needs to determine the status of the users 
whether the user is able to involve in any connections. For example, if the user is busy with another call, the 
protocol does not forward the request to the user.  
3) User capabilities: This feature performs the different session-related aspects such as the establishment of the 
connection, the session parameters agreement, and so on.  
4) Session setup: In this stage the connection is established between the users. The protocol considers the different 
parameters in creating the connection.  
5) Session management: This functionality of SIP enables the users to modify the session parameters, invoke 
additional services, and terminate the established connection. The syntax of SIP addresses is similar to that is used in 
email service. That is, the SIP URL (Uniform Resource Locator) shows two distinct pieces of information. The first 
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part of information that SIP URI reveals is the domain that the user is using at the time of contacting SIP servers. 
The second piece of information that is shown in SIP URI is either the host name of the computer that is being used 
by the user or the telephone number of the user’s phone. 
 
2.2 SIP Components 
 

A SIP network is composed of the following logical entities: User Agent (UA) -Initiates, receives and 
terminates calls. Proxy Server - A Proxy Server can requests to multiple servers. A back-to-back user agent 
(B2BUA) is a type of Proxy Server that treats each leg of a call passing through it as two distinct SIP call sessions: 
one between it and the calling phone and the other between it and the called phone. Other Proxy Servers treat all 
legs of the same call as a single SIP call session.  
 
Redirect Server - Responds to request but does not forward requests.  
 
Registration Server - Handles UA authentication and registration.  
 
The main components of SIP architecture are User Agent (UA) and SIP server. Figure below depicts the main 
components of SIP architecture. User agents represent the end points or devices that are used by the end users, 
computers, or VoIP phones. Besides, user agent in SIP has two types based on its role in the communication. The 
first type is called User Agent Client (UAC) and the other type is User Agent Server (UAS). The basic role of the 
UAC is to initiate the session request on behalf of the end user. The UAS is use to receives the session request which 
was initiated by the UAC and responds to this request. So user agent is a mandatory entity in any communication 
between two users. 
 

 
Main Components of SIP architecture 

 
 
3. Security Threats of Sip System  
 

A. Registration Hijacking 
When a SIP user is registering with SIP Registrar server the attacker can hijack the registration: 

 1. By disabling the legitimate user's registration using DOS attack on user machine 

 2. Send a REGISTER request with the attacker's IP address instead of the legitimate   user's  
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Contact header information is changed by attacker by replacing its own IP in place of original users. This 
leads to the attacker getting the SIP messages intended for our original user- a clearly undesirable 
condition. Two main reasons for this attack are: SIP messages being sent in clear and no SIP message 
authentication built into the protocol. 

B. Proxy Impersonation 

Proxy impersonation occurs when an attacker tricks one of your SIP USER AGENT’S or proxies into 
communicating with a rogue proxy. If an attacker successfully impersonates a proxy, he has access to all SIP 
messages and is in complete control of the call. The following figure illustrates proxy impersonation: 

 

Your UAs and proxies normally communicate using UDP and do not require strong authentication to 
communicate with another proxy. A rogue proxy can therefore insert itself into the signaling stream through several 
means, including Domain Name Service (DNS) spoofing, Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) cache spoofing, and 
simply changing the proxy address for a SIP phone. An impersonated proxy has full control over calls and can 
execute the same types of attacks described for registration hijacking. 

C. Message Tampering 

Message tampering occurs when an attacker intercepts and modifies packets exchanged between SIP components. 
Message tampering can occur through registration hijacking, proxy impersonation, or an attack on any component 
trusted to process SIP messages, such as your proxy, media gateway, or firewall. SIP messages have no built-in 
means to insure integrity. By manipulating SIP messages, an attacker can execute the same types of attacks 
described for registration hijacking and proxy impersonation. 

 
D. Denial of Service (DoS)  

Denial of service can be caused if the Proxy/registrar servers are somehow flooded. Because strong authentication is 
rarely used, SIP processing components must trust and process SIP messages from possible attackers. DoS can take 
the form of malformed packets, manipulating SIP states, and simple flooding, such as a ―REGISTERǁ or 
―INVITE ǁ storm (a flood of packets).  
DoS can be especially damaging if your key voice resources are targeted (e.g., media gateways, AA, IVR, VM, and 
other systems). DoS can also be used to generate large numbers of toll, information (411), or emergency calls (911). 
Your network can also be used as a DoS launching point, from which the generated calls are directed at another 
enterprise.  DoS can also be directed at a firewall. SIP requires management of UDP ports for media. A DoS attack 
that floods the firewall with calls can prevent it from properly managing ports for legitimate calls. 
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E. Firewall/Network Address Translation (NAT) Issues  
Firewalls are commonly used to protect your trusted network from the Internet or other non trustful network. Data 
firewalls generally operate at the IP and UDP/TCP layers, determining what types of traffic are allowed and which 
systems are allowed to communicate. Data firewalls do not typically monitor the application layer – other products, 
such as an email content monitor or web firewall is used. Data firewalls also create issues for SIP, which uses 
separate IP ports for signaling and media. SIP embeds media port addresses in the SDP, which the firewall must 
understand in order to perform SIP-aware NAT. 

 
Another potential source of SIP security problems is that of software bugs. It has been demonstrated that software 
problems can cause DoS or unauthorized access, while vulnerabilities in SIP telephone devices. On the other hand, 
Smart telephones (i.e. PC-based, PDAs, etc) are susceptible to virus programs.  
 

Issues Impact Remedy 
Eavesdropping: Unauthorized Loss of Encrypt transmitted data using encryption 
interception decoding of privacy and Mechanisms like IPSec and/or TLS. 

  signaling messages confidentiality  
Viruses and Software bugs DoS / Install antivirus applications / apply software 

 Unauthorized Patches. 
 access  

Replay: Retransmission of DoS Encrypt and sequence messages  
genuine messages for  (Call-ID headers). 
reprocessing   
Spoofing: Impersonation of a Unauthorized Send address authentication between call 
legitimate user access Participants. 
Message tampering : Loss of Encrypt transmitted data using encryption 
The message received is the integrity, DoS Mechanisms like IPSec, TLS and S/MIME. 
message that was send   
Prevention of access to network DoS Configure devices to prevent such attacks. 
services e.g. by flooding SIP   
proxy servers / registrars    
SIP-enabled IP phones: Trivial Loss of SIP phones make FTP requests to update 
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) confidentiality, Configuration and firmware files. TFTP is 
Eavesdropping,  
Dynamic Host Unauthorized insecure since files are sent unencrypted 
Configuration Protocol (DHCP) access, DoS (Disable TFPT). 

  Spoofing, Telnet  SIP phones make DHCP requests to get an IP 
  address, gateway, etc. 
  Disable Telnet in the phone configuration, 
  Allow only to administrators. 

 
Network and application security issues and solutions 

 
Aside from IP Telephony based protocols, all the supplementary components of the SIP architecture impose 

new threats on VoIP.  Attacks in ENUM or DNS are very simple to deploy. For example, if an attacker manages to 
corrupt a DNS server’s cache, inserting a fake record set that effectively removes all Secure SIP (SIPS) records for a 
proxy server, then any SIPS requests that traverse this proxy server may fail or worse, redirected to another 
destination. This sort of attack is known as DNS cache poisoning. 

 
 
4.  SIP security measures 
 

SIP employs some security measures to protect the communication between its users, these security measures 
are not enough to provide the acceptable level of protection to the VoIP service.  These are:- 
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A. Digest Authentication 
Digest Authentication is a challenge-response HTTP-like authentication. It means that, if a UA or proxy receives a 
request from another UA, the receiver of the request initiates a challenge asking to the initiator to verify its identity. 
Although, one of the limitations of Digest authentication is that, it is limited to user-to-user or user-to-proxy 
communications, but it is not applicable for server-to-server communication. Another limitation of Digest 
authentication is its unable to protect the confidentiality and integrity of communication. Digest only protects 
against re-play and illegal access attacks. Because Digest authentication adds timestamp and nonce parameters that 
show the receiver the creation time of this message. 
Digest authentication also requires a pre-arranged trusted environment for password distribution. Passwords may be 
stored either in plaintext or cipher text form in the server side. Cipher text cannot offer an advanced security level 
since it is feasible to compute the message credentials by launching a brute force attack on the encrypted password. 
Besides that, the absence of any correlation between the user name and the SIP URIs gives the opportunity to a 
malicious user to masquerade as a legitimate user. Furthermore, considering that there is no authorization model, it 
is possible for an attacker to gain access to services that are normally offered to legitimate users only. Another 
important issue is that intermediate SIP proxy cannot be certain that the SIP UA has been authenticated. 
 

B. S/MIME 
One of these supportive protocols is called S/MIME. S/MIME stands for Secure/ Multipurpose. Internet Mail 
Extensions, is a protocol used to secure the confidentiality and integrity of SIP message body of MIME type. The 
application of S/MIME to the body of SIP message provides the security services: authentication, message body 
integrity and confidentiality. S/MIME utilizes digital signatures and encryption mechanisms to protect both the 
integrity and confidentiality of SIP message body. On the other side, S/MIME requires utilization of certificates 
along with keys. This operation happened only the presence of a key exchange mechanism in the structure of SIP. 
IPSec provides the ability to use any method of authentication including pre-shared, public/private or Diffie-
Hellman keys. 

 
C. IP sec 

IPSEC is another way to protect IP packets the secure encryption making them safe from unauthorized 
access/modification 
So with shared keys between parties IPSEC can provide the secure path for communication between SIP partners. 
IPSec protects the integrity and confidentiality of data by applying hashing and encryption mechanisms. IPSec 
protects against re-play and repudiation attacks. On the other hand, IPSec has a number of drawbacks such as high 
overhead production, non-scalability and NAT traversal problem.  
 
Another security protocol that can be used in VoIP domain to increase VoIP security level is TLS (Transport Layer 
Security). TLS protocol belongs to layer 4 of the OSI stack. TLS protects the confidentiality and integrity of 
communication; it is applicable only for connection-oriented communications, e.g. TCP and SCTP. This restriction 
limits on TLS across the entire VoIP network if UDP is implemented in some parts of the network. SRTP protocol 
can be used to secure the real voice communication between the end users. The main protocol that is utilized to carry 
the voice traffic is RTP (Real Time Protocol). SRTP, which stands for Secure RTP, is an application layer security 
protocol. 
 
5. Deficiency of SIP Security Mechanisms 

Theoretically the SIP security mechanism through the SIP system can guarantee the confidentiality, integrity. 
Generally, SIP security mechanisms are difficult to deploy; and SIP security mechanism does not take into account 
the availability of the system and user privacy. For this reason some attack may happen. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper has briefly described the SIP architecture and its security mechanisms, exposing the security 
shortcomings that this protocol is facing. SIP is expected to be the future VoIP protocol of choice. SIP, as with other 
VoIP protocols, can be difficult to secure. SIP is an evolving protocol, which does not have security built in. SIP is 
vulnerable to attacks common to VoIP, as well as attacks unique to SIP. Nevertheless, VoIP forms the driving force 
for the development of new security solutions being appropriate not only for the protection of voice data but also for 
numerous other Internet services. It is our opinion that SIP can be considered as an effective solution for Internet 
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telephony only if it offers secure services. It can be best secured by using standards-based security on all system 
components. These same security standards should be used as SIP is exchanged with components in an untrusted 
network. Use better SIP-security mechanism to prevent VoIP network from different attacks. SIP protocol provides 
the best possible protection where system-wide standards-based security is not possible. 
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